
DRAMATIC AND PERILOUS TIMES

“The changes  and events  we see  fulfilling today were predicted on the Scripts years in advance; and according to
prophecy we are headed for more dramatic and perilous times than ever before!” – “Also the Scriptures in II Peter 1:19,
reveal we will have a more sure word of prophecy; wherein the church will do well to take heed. And it will also open up
light on many futuristic subjects of course as Jesus intensifies the light in our heart!” – “Soon we will be entering new
beginnings  as  the  old social  order passes away! . . . This includes events concerning worldly matters and spiritual
matters, revival and etc.! On the one hand the world will enter slumber and delusion and on the other hand He will pour
out His spirit and revelation on those with an open heart!”

I’m inspired to print this Scripture at this point. Heb. 12:25-26, “See that you refuse not him that speaketh (meaning
Jesus.) – For if they escaped not who refused him that spake on earth, much more shall not we escape, if we turn
away from him that speaketh from heaven! – Whose voice then shook the earth: but now he hath promised, saying,
Yet once more I shake not the earth only, but also heaven!” – “When the Lord Jesus gets through thundering in the
days ahead it is going to shake loose all of those who are not of the true spirit and faith! Those who love Jesus will remain,
and those who do not will scatter or fall away!  vs. 23 and 24 are good to read also!”

“The world is entering the twilight of destiny! The hand of providence has a tight grip on the reins and Jesus will bring it
to  a  proper  conclusion  at  the  proper hour!” – “The time ahead will be vitally important concerning world events and
indeed very interesting! We will see fascinating and spellbinding events just ahead.” – “Old waves vanishing, new waves
of change and subtlety approaching! – Also to watch the prophecy concerning Russia, the Mid-East, the Vatican, the Arab,
the Jews – Japan and China, the U.S.A. social structure, plus South and Central America, West Europe. Concerning these
subjects vast changes unparalleled in history are on their way! – They are easing toward us even now!” – “There has
never been a time ahead of us such as the one we will enter! Listen to me very carefully. Concerning prophecy I have
foreseen the destiny and fall of the United States as we know it! – A total new world lies just ahead. – We’ll write one part
of this now!” – “I saw the United States fitting into a world puzzle that it does not belong into; but according to prophecy
this is what is to occur! – Remember as the age closes out, the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy upon His
servants! He is the Bright and Morning Star of fulfillment!”

“During  the  time  we  spoke about above will also continue wars, plagues, diseases, earthquakes, famines, terrorism,
economic conditions, drugs, new dimensions in the occult, world churches bring new order and bewitchery, a sell-out of
the power and of the Word of God! – This will riffle from the Vatican on down clear into Pentecost systems! Then all of a
sudden  developing  before  our  eyes  in  clear  view  is  mystery  Babylon the Great, the Mother of Harlots and the
Abominations of the earth! Rev. chap. 17!” – “The churches will be in delusion and intoxicated with the power and
doctrine of Babylon! A mixture of all types of belief; finally idols and paganism included! – No wonder the world is
entering a more sinful and wicked age! We can already see the lukewarm-ness among the churches!” – “Known now as
only a Phantom prince, but he will rise in reality and guide them to their appointed doom! For prophecy has declared it so
in the midst of social woe!”

“As was predicted, at the time of the anti-Christ we are to see a new type Russian leader rise. The Bible calls him Gog!”
(Ezek. chap. 38) – “Already many Bible students are wondering, have we met Gog? – If we have, truly there is not too
much  time  ahead! – A  short  period  of  time  ahead,  if  so,  will bring this more into view!” – Editor’s note: For more
information be sure and read the last paragraph of Scroll 159.

“Truly  we  will  be  entering  a  new  age  soon,  perilous  and  very difficult, but the Lord will bring us through. He will
increase the elect’s faith and power! Their eyes and hearts will behold new things. According to the Scriptures this is our
hour to be joyful and triumphant for prophecy and all the signs are telling us Jesus is coming soon! Praise Him!” – Phil.
1:6, “Being confident of this very thing that he which hath begun a good work in you will perform it until the day of
Jesus Christ!” – Eph. 1:10, “That in the dispensation of the fullness of times he might gather together in one all
things in Christ, both which are in heaven, and which are on earth; even in him!” – “We are entering Heavenly
places and soon manifold wisdom and more power will be given to us!”
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